Vocabulary In Context Practice 1 Answer Key
vocabulary in context practice 1 - 0.tqn - name _____ date _____ question 1 as it is used in paragraph one,
the word indigence most nearly means… vocabulary in context - palm beach state college - vocabulary
in context - tutor hints context clues are hints from words that surround an unknown word. use the
surrounding text to help define any word you don’t know. the author’s meaning of the word may be different
from what you expect, and the surrounding context reveals that to you. vocabulary in context practice 1
answer key - 0.tqn - vocabulary word you've never heard of before and will be expected to choose the best
answer anyway. on this question, the word "indigence" most closely means "poverty" and we can tell that by
the context. first, we know that the word relates to some "degree of prosperity," which knocks out choices a
and c. vocabulary in context - teaching tolerance - vocabulary in context all readers come across words
they don’t know. it’s not possible to carry a dictionary with you at all times or to look up every word you don’t
know. a good reader knows how to make a good guess about the meaning of an unknown word by considering
the word in context. vocabulary - grade 1 vocabulary context clues - first ... - first grade vocabulary
worksheet. context clues k5learning read each sentence and work out the meaning of the bolded word using
cross sentence clues. fill in the circle next to the correct answer. ... vocabulary - grade 1 vocabulary context
clues - first grade worksheet keywords: vocabulary in context - weebly - context clues: synonyms a writer
sometimes uses synonym context clues to help with hard words. a synonym context clue is one or two words
that mean almost the same as the one that the author does not expect us to know . context clues 1 ereading worksheets - context clues 1.7 directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the
word using cross sentence clues or your prior knowledge. then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you
determine the word meaning. 1. faint: i thought that i heard a faint scratching noise, but i figured that it might
just be in my head. vocabulary in context - mr. brown's learning space - vocabulary in context if you
were asked to define the words candid, quelled, and inundated, you might have some difficulty. on the other
hand, if you saw these words in the sentences below, chances are you could come up with fairly accurate
definitions. to illustrate, see if you can define the words in italics in the three sentences below ... context
clues - miami dade college - reading – context clues rev. august 2005 context clues context clues are hints
found within a sentence, paragraph, or passage that a reader can use to understand the meanings of new or
unfamiliar words. learning the meaning of a word through its use in a sentence or paragraph is the most
practical way to build vocabulary, since a dictionary is do not write on this paper - warren county public
schools - do not write on this paper context clues are hints in the writing that help you figure out what a word
means. each example below has hints within the passage or sentence to help you figure out the meaning of
the word. sample prestwick housevocabulary in context - vocabulary in context: mysteries, curiosities
wonders wreckage were barely recognizable as humans. when they were taken to be autopsied, even the
nurses in the hospital thought the dead men were extraterrestrials. if a nurse could make such a mistake,
couldn’t the average citizen? while the argument explaining the event words in context - the college board
- the words in context subscore on the sat is based on questions from both the reading test and the writing and
language test. these questions are intended to determine whether you can figure out word and phrase
meanings in context and how authors use words and phrases to achieve specific purposes.
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